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Sloan Valves 
CASE STUDY

Elevation Marketing takes social media 
marketing to the next level for world’s leading 
commercial plumbing systems manufacturer.



Sloan is a family-owned and operated business with over 1,000 employees worldwide that has 
a long history of innovation, having spent more than a century pioneering smart, water-saving 
restroom solutions that are built to last a lifetime. Established in Chicago in 1906, the company’s 
founder ushered in the modern plumbing era with the invention of Sloan’s revolutionary manual 
Royal® Flushometer, a design that replaced traditional tank and chain fixtures. Unlike its 
predecessors, Sloan’s new invention was a reliable toilet flush unaffected by gravity and that 
required less water and energy.

The company’s dedication to industry-leading, 
innovation has helped it continuously weather 
setbacks and improve the Sloan brand — and the 
way that the company engages with its customers is 
no exception. Recognizing early on that customers 
were mostly sole proprietors researching new 
vendors and solutions online prior to reaching out 
to its sales reps, a Sloan Valves company blog 
was launched to publish content once per month 
highlighting its newest products and conducting 
lead generation on a more personal level.

BACKGROUND 



CHALLENGE 

Sloan’s initial foray into social 
media developed ad hoc, through a 
hit-and-miss approach.

Sloan’s leaders wanted to ensure that its 
business was discoverable on the most 
popular social media channels. A series of 
trial and error tactics on Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Google Plus, Instagram and 
YouTube was launched, but after some time 
the company became unsure about the 
effectiveness of its social media presence, 
and wanted to find out exactly how to 
successfully leverage these important online 
channels to be top of mind for their prospects 
in the first phases of the buyer’s journey. 
Sloan’s leaders needed guidance on how to 
best utilize social based on well researched 
findings to determine which platforms their 
target customers were most likely to be using. 

Sloan engaged Elevation Marketing to 
analyze its social media activity and provide 
strategic recommendations on how to take 
the company’s social messaging to the next 
level. Specifically, Sloan wanted to improve 
its social marketing to better support the 
company’s wider business objective to tap 
into key new markets.
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 Facebook 37.95%

 Twitter 23.66%

 Forums 15.63%

 YouTube 11.61%

 Blogs 8.93%

 Comments 1.79%

 Product Reviews 0.45%

STRATEGY

Elevation conducted a comprehensive social media audit to analyze Sloan’s successes on social 
channels and uncover missed opportunities. 
Elevation’s team put together a comprehensive strategy for Sloan to reach the right prospects, on their preferred social platform 
and with the right message to establish a top-of-mind brand position. Elevation also recommended a series of strategic social 
media tactics to continue to nurture prospects over the course of the buyer’s journey. The social media strategy was created 
to also increase traffic to Sloan’s website, boost awareness among key personas, showcase the company’s corporate social 
responsibility efforts and unique personality.
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PHASE 1: DISCOVERY PHASE 2: VALIDATION

Brand immersion

The first phase centered on a comprehensive analysis of industry activity and engagement on 
social media along with a detailed look at Sloan’s social media presence on preferred social 
platforms, and also analysis of competitor social media presence and activity, to identify what’s 
working and uncover new opportunities for success. Elevation also reviewed client-provided 
research reports, positioning statements, communication strategies and marketing materials to 
understand how the Sloan brand was implemented through specific marketing channels. This 
comprehensive assessment of where the brand had been enabled Elevation to understand how 
future social content should resonate with prospects across targeted industries and effectively 
differentiate Sloan from its competitors.

Internal stakeholder interviews

Qualitative interview questionnaires were developed to drive research involving key 
stakeholders at Sloan. Elevation conducted 10 in-depth internal interviews to uncover insights 
into previous social media activity, target audiences and their specific pain points, customer 
journeys, competitors and to determine goals and objectives for social media marketing.

The interviews uncovered that Sloan’s account managers call on architects and building 
designers long before they require the company’s products, and that they leverage 
social media to educate prospects about the Sloan brand and product differentiators. 
The sales cycle can begin anywhere from 6 months to 1-3 years before products get 
ordered. Social media posts consist of an 80/20 mix of teasers for new product launches, 
archival photographs and light-hearted content which aims to show the personal side 
of the business—which gets the most engagement, like Sloan’s becoming a Legacy 
Partner of the Chicago Cubs Major League baseball team. Respondents said that they 
especially needed help identifying best performing platforms, content and segmenting 
followers, and in developing content for nurturing customers and prospects.



PHASE 3: EVALUATION

Bringing it all together

The insights revealed during the first two 
phases revealed it is critical for Sloan to 
begin diversifying social content across 
platforms to ensure each platform is 
focused and targeted to its particular 
audience and delivering business value. 
There will be crossover, of course, where 
certain content items will be shared across 
all platforms, but in these instances, there 
should be unique copy, language and 
visuals that capture the platform’s tone of 
voice nuances.

Elevation provided detailed 
recommendations for each social media 
platform, including tailored content 
recommendations to improve engagement 
with users of each of the most popular 
social platforms, and best practices to boost 
the number of followers and continue to 
regularly engage with followers. Elevation 
also guided the company on how to identify 
and engage with influencers to help improve 
engagement, increase followers and drive 
traffic to the company’s website. 

Elevation also recommended that Sloan 
continue sharing the historical legacy of 
the company, and the personal side of the 
business, so that prospects and customers 
get an inside look at the operations. 
Humorous posts, especially on Facebook, 
build personal rapport as long as they 
are professionally presented, and people 
love to support companies that represent 
themselves candidly and well.



TWITTER
Objectives 

• Increase traffic to Sloan website• Improve engagement among all key audiences
Tone of voice nuances 
Tone of voice on Twitter can vary slightly depending on the topic, always sticking to brand voice.

Strategy 
To improve engagement among existing followers and expand the Twitter audience, capitalize on the fast-paced and  wide-reaching nature of Twitter by leveraging a wide variety of content and topic themes that will appeal to the majority of Sloan’s target audiences. This is the ideal platform to address all topics, from water sustainability to Cubs promotions. 

Tactics
• Share industry news and educational articles supported  by insightful copy and relevant keywords and hashtags• Develop consistent blog content to distribute via Twitter• Hashtags - continue leveraging hashtags as appropriate  for content, tapping into power keywords

• Tap into interactive content to generate  improved engagement
 - Infographics 
 - Surveys 
 - Visuals designed to support all content

Measurement 
With the focus on increasing web traffic and improving engagement; the key metrics for Twitter include:• Clicks

• Web Traffic
• Engagement
• Impressions

Topics 
Embrace

• Company culture
• Company news
• Cubs promotions,  

with more direct ties to  the brand

• Events

• Product announcements• Product features
• Industry news
• Industry insights
• Educational content
• Sustainability efforts
• Design and style 
• Architecture 
• Humorous content

Avoid 

None! Twitter has a varied audience, just be mindful in  content development that tone of voice is adjusted to the topic and appropriate hashtags and keywords are used to make content discoverable.
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FACEBOOK
Objectives 

• Increase traffic to Sloan website• Improve engagement among facility managers, plumbing engineers, contractors and wholesalers. 
Tone of voice nuances 
Tone of voice should focus on Sloan’s family culture, writing with a more approachable tone on most topics with the introduction of humor and wit.

When sharing industry news and corporate insights from the blog, Sloan’s confident and intelligent nature should shine through in the tone of voice.

Strategy 
Understand Facebook’s limitations – it’s algorithm limits brand exposure and significantly caps the ability for a single post to reach a wide audience. With an audience already engaged in company posts, Sloan should showcase culture, events and occasional Cubs news through visual mediums that offer a lighter hearted look at Sloan. It’s also important to reinvigorate industry news with custom visuals and showcase Sloan’s expertise through blog content, which must be support by promotions to improve engagement.  

Tactics
• Share behind the scene looks at Sloan highlighting  the company’s culture

• Leverage visual content that will play well with  Facebook’s algorithm: 
 -  Visuals designed to support all content,  especially industry news and educational pieces -  Live video – company updates, corporate  events, tradeshows, etc.  - Video – supported by YouTube strategy - Infographics

Measurement 
With the focus on increasing web traffic and improving engagement among target audiences; the key metrics for Facebook include:

• Clicks
• Web Traffic
• Engagement
• Follower demographics

Topics 
Embrace

• Company culture
• Company news
• Cubs promotions,  

with more direct ties to  the brand

• Events

• Humorous content
• Product announcements• Product features
• Industry news
• Industry insights
• Educational content
• Sustainability efforts
• Technology 

Avoid 

• Design and style
• Architecture
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LINKEDIN
Objectives 

• Increase traffic to Sloan website• Improve engagement among facility managers, plumbing engineers, contractors and wholesalers. 
Tone of voice nuances 
Taking a more professional and buttoned-up tone, LinkedIn’s voice should reflect the intelligent, innovative and confident elements of Sloan’s brand voice.

Strategy 
Engage audience with topics that already perform well – company news, culture and the occasional Cubs story, limiting humorous and overly personal content – while leveraging the power of LinkedIn and the existing relevant audience to develop and deliver owned content, supported with industry news. 

Tactics
• Content delivering internal expertise on trending topics: -  Case studies
 - Whitepapers
 -  eBooks

• Support owned content with paid promotions  where appropriate

• Share industry news and educational articles supported  by insightful commentary

• Test Group creation and management -  Identify opportunities to create groups for target audience, where there is an existing demand. For example, Facilities Management has a number of existing well-established groups, while a more niche topic such as Commercial Plumbing does not have a strong group presence. 

Measurement 
With the focus on increasing web traffic and improving engagement among target audiences; the key metrics for LinkedIn include:

• Clicks
• Web Traffic
• Engagement
• Follower demographics

Topics 
Embrace

• Company culture
• Company news
• Cubs promotions,  

with more direct ties to  the brand

• Events

• Product announcements• Product features
• Industry news
• Industry insights
• Educational content
• Sustainability efforts
• Technology 

Avoid 

• Design and style
• Architecture
• Humorous content
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INSTAGRAM
Objectives 

• Increase brand awareness• Improve engagement among existing local audience and expand reach to Interior Designers and Architects  
Tone of voice nuances 
Performing best with short and sweet copy, Instagram captions should capitalize on the confident and contemporary elements of Sloan’s brand voice.

Strategy 
A visually-driven platform, leverage Instagram to reach a  wider audience that improve awareness among Interior Designers and Architects by posting premium, quality imagery of products installed in contemporary environments, supported by key hashtags. Continue to engage existing local audience with occasional Cubs content, as well as local involvement  and engagement.

Tactics
• Visual content focusing on premium imagery of products• Influencer engagement to reach new audience through content curation and a separate influencer strategy • Initial investment in promoted posts to reach new audience• Local activities and engagements, including but not limited to Cubs, to engage existing audience. 

Measurement 
With the focus on increasing brand awareness and engagement among target audiences; the key metrics for Instagram include:

• Follower numbers
• Engagement
• Follower demographics

Topics 
Embrace

• Design and style
• Architecture
• Company culture
• Cubs promotions,  

with more direct ties to  the brand

• Local involvement  
and engagement

• Events

• Product announcements• Product features

Avoid 

• Industry news
• Industry insights
• Educational content• Company news
• Sustainability efforts• Technology
• Humorous content
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PINTEREST
Objectives 

• Increase brand awareness• Improve engagement with Interior Designers and Architects  
Tone of voice nuances 
Captions should focus on keywords and accurate descriptions of the visuals, Pinterest tone of voice should capture the confident and contemporary elements of Sloan’s brand voice.

Strategy 
The ultimate tool to share product images in real-life scenarios makes Pinterest the ideal platform to share product imagery, case studies and connect with visually-driven audiences.  Sloan’s following has an expressed interest in design and architecture - by posting premium, quality imagery of products installed in contemporary environments, driving to relevant landing pages, Sloan can improve awareness among the platform’s target audience.   

Tactics
• Visual content focusing on premium imagery of products• Link to relevant landing pages that deliver value, such as case studies and custom pages 

• Influencer engagement to reach new audience through content curation and a separate influencer strategy 
Measurement 
With the focus on increasing brand awareness and engagement among target audiences; the key metrics for Pinterest include:

• Follower numbers
• Engagement
• Impressions

Topics 
Embrace

• Design and style
• Architecture
• Case studies
• Product announcements• Product features

Avoid 

• Company culture
• Cubs promotions,  

with more direct ties to  the brand

• Local involvement  
and engagement

• Events

•  Industry news
• Industry insights
•  Educational content
•  Company news
•  Sustainability efforts
• Technology
• Humorous content
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YOUTUBE
Objectives 

• Increase traffic to Sloan website• Increase brand awareness• Improve engagement among key audiences   
Tone of voice nuances 
Driven by SEO and keywords video content and descriptions should capture all elements of Sloan’s brand voice, with tone adjusted for each topic.

Strategy 
Video drives successful social media strategies, and Sloan’s YouTube already delivers value with limited investment, to improve engagement across all platforms, video development and distribution is essential. YouTube can be leveraged to address a range of topics with explainer videos leading the way. 

Tactics

• Develop additional how-to, installation and explainer videos which can be shared via Twitter, Facebook and Google Plus• Leverage video to host and share industry insight content, such as webinars and explainer videos featuring Sloan executions, which can be shared via Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google Plus

•  Video content about company culture, which doesn’t have  to be overly-produced, can be shared via Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn

• Support all video content with comprehensive  distribution plan 

Measurement 
With the focus on increasing web traffic, improving brand awareness and engagement among target audiences; the key metrics for YouTube include:• Web Traffic

• Views
• Traffic Sources

  

• Company culture
• Events

•  Educational content
•  Case studies
•  Technology
•  Sustainability efforts
•  Product announcements•  Product features

Avoid 
YouTube is a great place for a varied range of content, it’s recommend starting with a focused topic range and build out in the future, so topics on the ‘avoid’ list can be incorporated in future YouTube strategies.

• Cubs promotions, with more direct ties to the brand
• Local involvement  

and engagement
• Industry news
• Industry insights
• Company news
• Design and style
• Architecture 
• Humorous content

Topics 
Embrace
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GOOGLE PLUS 
As outlined in the audit, the real value of Google Plus is to support SEO strategies. Integrating with digital marketing activities, Google Plus should be leveraged for long-form content featuring prominent keywords to drive search. Tone of voice should remain consistent with the social media strategy and content should overlap with the always-on social calendar. 

• Company culture
• Company news
• Cubs promotions, with more direct ties to the brand
•  Events

• Product announcements•  Product features 
•  Industry news
•  Industry insights
•  Educational content
•  Technology
• Sustainability efforts
• Design and style 
• Architecture 
•  Humorous content

Avoid 
None! Google Plus is a digital marketing tool, be mindful in content development that tone of voice is adjusted to the topic and appropriate hashtags and keywords are used to make content discoverable.

Topics 
Embrace

CAMPAIGNS
In addition to always-on activity, Sloan must leverage  ad-hoc campaigns, coordinated with wider marketing efforts to reinforce or drive Sloan’s business objectives. Leveraging one or more social platforms, these recommended campaigns will have increased focus and targeting over always-on activity and should result in improved measurability.  

Before launching a campaign it’s critical to clearly define objectives and define a benchmark for success. Overarching objectives for both suggested campaigns are to improve brand awareness, but each campaign has its own targeted objective. 
Industry Insight Webinar Series -develop a series of webinars featuring Sloan experts and industry influencers that address key topics and trends, to position Sloan as a thought leader in the industry. A webinar series will integrate across: YouTube, 

LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Google Plus. Webinar series must be supported by a content strategy incorporating blogs and potentially a whitepaper. To improve reach of a webinar series, partner with industry influencers, leading publications or business partners to drive campaign success. 
Interior Design and Architecture Influencer Engagement Influencer engagement campaign via Instagram and Pinterest to reach and engage critical audience, better placing the Sloan name within the design, style and architecture community. This influencer engagement campaign will integrate across: Instagram and Pinterest, with Twitter support where needed. Providing incentives to both influencers and their followers, Sloan can begin to build a community on relevant platforms and start driving engagement around vertical topics. 
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PHASE 4: EXECUTION

Engaging content on social media platforms

Making sure that Sloan is top-of-mind when prospects seek quality commercial plumbing 
systems for their buildings, arenas and mixed-use facilities requires targeted communication 
that consistently aligns with the needs and expectations of Sloan’s audience. 

Elevation created an integrated social media strategy and plan for Sloan which 
focused on how to improve brand awareness, drive web traffic and better target 
and engage Sloan’s key B2B audiences. The strategic plan provided tactical advice 
and examples of how to leverage existing content and provided recommendations 
on content creation that will drive the business towards its social objectives.

Tactical recommendations included:
n  Platform hierarchy – which social channels are best poised for success within Sloan’s industry.
n   Content strategy – insight into the keywords and themes that resonate 

best with Sloan’s key audience across different platforms.
n   Refined social tone of voice – clarified brand voice, tone 

and characteristics for each social channel.
n   Advertising recommendations – analysis of the requirement of advertising 

across all social media platforms and recommended approach.
n   Influencer engagement opportunities – identified potential influencers 

and engagement campaign recommendations.

Tone of voice recommendations included:
n  Detailed description of Sloan’s social brand voice
n  Breakdown of nuances on tone of voice across each social platform
n  Examples of how to correctly and incorrectly implement tone of voice
n  Final report to act as a ‘brand voice manual’ for Sloan social media

Finally, Elevation delivered a customized, social media content calendar for Sloan to plan and 
track bi-weekly social content. The template was linked to platform-specific goals, tone of 
voice and topics of focus and with placeholders for each social media post to plan and track 
performance as it relates back to content in the overarching strategic social plan.

DELIVERABLES

n  Social Media Audit and Report
n  Brand Voice Report
n  Social Media Content Strategy and Plan
n  Social Media Content Calendar



Scott Miraglia, President 
Sales@ElevationB2B.com 
275 East Rivulon Blvd., Suite 411 
Gilbert, Arizona 85297 

480.775.8880
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Elevation Marketing is one of the most dynamic, integrated 
B2B agencies in the US, and for good reason — our strategic, 
fully integrated approach aligns sales and marketing to 
deliver remarkable results for clients whose buying cycles, 
customer behaviors and channels to market are uniquely 
their own. Marketing B2B companies successfully requires 
deep understanding of the B2B space, a knack for compelling 
brand stories, and the ability to execute effectively when 

buyers are companies, not consumers. With proven B2B 
acumen, unparalleled research and exceptional creative 
design, we develop data-driven marketing strategies and 
build memorable brand experiences that empower lasting 
customer relationships for clients in every industry.

Top 20 
Interactive Marketing Firm

ABOUT ELEVATION

 
Insight. Innovation. Impact. 


